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Beyond accuracy (model)
Only achieving high accuracy is not enough, but we need to answer
● Where is the errors/bugs in my models?

● Why are my models behaving the way they are?
● Why do my model fail on this example?

● How can I improve my models?
● Why should I trust my models?
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Beyond accuracy (model & data)
Only achieving high accuracy is not enough, but we need to answer
● Where is the errors/bugs in my models?
● Where is the errors/bugs in my data?
● Why are my models behaving the way they are?
● Why do my model fail on this example?
● Can I locate particular training examples that cause the model behavior?
● How can I improve my models?
● Why should I trust my models?
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Interpretability and Explainability
They are often used interchangeably

But still subtle difference between the two
● We consider a model to be “interpretable” if the model itself can provide 

humanly understandable interpretations of its predictions. Note that such a 
model is no longer a black box to some extent. For example, a decision tree 
model is an “interpretable” one.

● An “explainable” model implies that the model is still a black box whose 
predictions could potentially be understood by post hoc explanation 
techniques.
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Analysis on BERT - Attention
What Does BERT Look At? An Analysis of BERT’s Attention (Clark et al., 2019)
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https://arxiv.org/abs/1906.04341


Robustness Analysis for interpretation and explanation 

Understanding model robustness can give many insights in interpretation and 
explanation 
● When will the model fail?
● How can we test the behavior of the model?
● Is the model right for the right reason?
● …
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Analysis on BERT
BERT Rediscovers the Classical NLP Pipeline (Tenney et al., 2019)
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● Quantify where linguistic 
information is captured within the 
network.

● Find that the model represents 
the steps of the traditional NLP 
pipeline in an interpretable and 
localizable way, and that the 
regions responsible for each step 
appear in the expected 
sequence: POS tagging, parsing, 
NER, semantic roles, then 
coreference

https://aclanthology.org/P19-1452.pdf


Attention is not explanation (Jain et al., 2019)
Does attention weights provide meaningful “explanations" for predictions?
We find that they largely do not.
● learned attention weights are frequently uncorrelated with gradient-based 

measures of feature importance
● one can identify very different attention distributions that nonetheless yield 

equivalent predictions
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https://arxiv.org/abs/1902.10186
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Probing
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Probing: Supervised Analysis of Neural Networks
Linguistic Knowledge and Transferability of Contextual Representations (Liu et al., 2019)

A probe, i.e. a classifier trained to predict the property from the representations.
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https://arxiv.org/pdf/1903.08855.pdf


Probing: Supervised Analysis of Neural Networks
Linguistic Knowledge and Transferability of Contextual Representations (Liu et al., 2019)
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https://arxiv.org/pdf/1903.08855.pdf


Probing: Supervised Analysis of Neural Networks
Linguistic Knowledge and Transferability of Contextual Representations (Liu et al., 2019)
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https://arxiv.org/pdf/1903.08855.pdf


Analysis on BERT with probing
BERT Rediscovers the Classical NLP Pipeline (Tenney et al., 2019)
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● Quantify where linguistic 
information is captured within the 
network.

● Find that the model represents 
the steps of the traditional NLP 
pipeline in an interpretable and 
localizable way, and that the 
regions responsible for each step 
appear in the expected 
sequence: POS tagging, parsing, 
NER, semantic roles, then 
coreference

https://aclanthology.org/P19-1452.pdf


Structural Probing
A Structural Probe for Finding Syntax in Word Representations (Hewitt et al., 2019): 
BERT representations can be transformed using a matrix to encode distance in 
dependency parse trees.
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https://nlp.stanford.edu/pubs/hewitt2019structural.pdf


Structural Probing
A Structural Probe for Finding Syntax in Word Representations (Hewitt et al., 2019): 
BERT representations can be transformed using a matrix to encode distance in 
dependency parse trees.
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https://nlp.stanford.edu/pubs/hewitt2019structural.pdf


Designing and Interpreting Probes with Control Tasks (Hewitt et al., 2019)

● Probes have achieved high accuracy on 
linguistic tasks.

● But does this mean that the representations 
encode linguistic structure or just that the probe 
has learned the linguistic task?

● We propose control tasks, which associate word 
types with random outputs, to complement 
linguistic tasks.

● So a good probe, (one that reflects the 
representation), should be selective, achieving 
high linguistic task accuracy and low control 
task accuracy.

● We show that popular probes on ELMo 
representations are not selective.
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A good probing classifier should not be too strong

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1909.03368.pdf
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Knowledge Neurons in Pretrained Transformers (Dai et al., 2021)
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https://arxiv.org/abs/2104.08696
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Saliency Map
"Explanation by Input Features"
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Gradient-based Saliency Map (Simonyan et al., 2014)

● The gradient of the loss L is computed with respect to each token t in the input text, and the 
magnitude of the gradient serves as a feature importance score

● They tell us how much the loss would change, were we to perturb a token by a small amount
● “gradient × input”
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https://arxiv.org/pdf/2005.06676.pdf
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Interpreting Predictions of NLP Models, EMNLP 2020 Tutorial [slides]

https://arxiv.org/abs/1312.6034
https://github.com/Eric-Wallace/interpretability-tutorial-emnlp2020/


SmoothGrad (Smilkov et al., 2017)
add gaussian noise to input and average the gradient
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Interpreting Predictions of NLP Models, EMNLP 2020 Tutorial [slides]

https://arxiv.org/abs/1706.03825
https://github.com/Eric-Wallace/interpretability-tutorial-emnlp2020/
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Influential Training Examples
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Influence Functions (Koh and Liang, 2017)

36Interpreting Predictions of NLP Models, EMNLP 2020 Tutorial [slides]

https://arxiv.org/abs/1703.04730
https://github.com/Eric-Wallace/interpretability-tutorial-emnlp2020/
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Influence Functions in Deep Learning Are Fragile (Basu et al., 2021)
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https://openreview.net/forum?id=xHKVVHGDOEk
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WT5?! Training Text-to-Text Models to Explain their 
Predictions (Narang et al., 2020)
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https://arxiv.org/abs/2004.14546


WT5?! Training Text-to-Text Models to Explain their 
Predictions (Narang et al., 2020)
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